
Year 11 Triple Chemistry Big Picture
Half term 1

Half term 4

Energy changes Rate of changes

Energy changes are an important part 

of chemical reactions. The interaction 

of particles often involves transfers of 

energy due to the breaking and 

formation of bonds. Reactions in which 

energy is released to the surroundings 

are exothermic reactions, while those 

that take in thermal energy are 

endothermic. Electricity can also be 

used to decompose ionic substances 

and is a useful means of producing 

elements that are too expensive to 

extract any other way. 

Chemical reactions can occur at vastly 

different rates. There are many variables 

that can be manipulated in order to speed 

them up or slow them down. Chemical 

reactions may also be reversible. 

Identify how to maximise the yield of desired 

product. Understanding energy changes that 

accompany chemical reactions is important 

for this process. In industry, chemists and 

chemical engineers determine the effect of 

different variables on reaction rate and yield 

of product. 

Half term 2 and 3

Assessments: 4 Graded assessments, 2 GCSE Biology Exam.

Working scientifically: Develop scientific ideas through investigating, 

exploring, observing and testing. Skills that will be developed are;

• Develop scientific understanding through scientific methods and models

• Develop hypothesis based on scientific theories

• Describe a practical procedure for a specified purpose. 

• Explain why a given practical procedure is well designed for its specified 

purpose.

• Explain the need to manipulate and control variables. 

• Apply understanding of apparatus and techniques to suggest a procedure 

for a specified purpose.

• Analyse and evaluate investigation using mathematical and statistical 

analysis.

Organic chemistry Chemical analysis

Explore carbon compounds. A great 

variety of carbon compounds is possible 

because carbon atoms can form chains 

and rings linked by C-C bonds. This 

branch of chemistry gets its name from 

the fact that the main sources of organic 

compounds are living, or once-living 

materials from plants and animals. These 

sources include fossil fuels which are a 

major source of feedstock for the 

petrochemical industry. Chemists are 

able to take organic molecules and 

modify them in many ways to make new 

and useful materials such as polymers, 

pharmaceuticals, perfumes and 

flavourings, dyes and detergents.

Analysts have developed a range of 

qualitative tests to detect specific 

chemicals. The tests are based on 

reactions that produce a gas with 

distinctive properties, or a colour change 

or an insoluble solid that appears as a 

precipitate. 

Instrumental methods provide fast, 

sensitive and accurate means of 

analysing chemicals, and are particularly 

useful when the amount of chemical being 

analysed is small.

Forensic scientists and drug control 

scientists rely on such instrumental 

methods in their work.

Atmosphere Using resources

The Earth’s atmosphere is dynamic and 

forever changing. The causes of these 

changes are sometimes man-made and 

sometimes part of many natural cycles.

Explore how the earths atmosphere has 

changed over time to its current 

composition through processes such as 

photosynthesis.

Explain how the green house effect is 

directly linked to green house gases in 

the atmosphere.

Industries use the Earth’s natural 

resources to manufacture useful products. 

In order to operate sustainably, chemists 

seek to minimise the use of limited 

resources, use of energy, waste and 

environmental impact in the manufacture 

of these products.

Explore how earths natural resources are 

being used to make useful products and 

how these resources can be sustained.

Explore the impact of waste on the 

environment and how this can be 

controlled.


